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1. In this paper we prove some results concerning the distribution of
the values of Dirichlet L-series. For each Dirichlet character X= XD ,
defined to the modulus D, and complex numbers s = a +it , a =Re(s) , we
write
00
u», X)= :L X(n)n- s.
n- l
If all t he coefficient s in this ser ies are replaced by I we have t he R iemann
zeta function C(s). We shall begin by proving
Theorem 1. (i) L et Q ;;;. 2 be a real number, and s a comp lex number
in the half-plane a > i . Then we hav e
:L :L IL (s, X)12 = 2 lQ2 Q C(2a) -+- 0 ( (1 Q~)2)' (Q -+ 00) .
p<;;; Q %* r, og og
H ere the inner sum is taken over all non-principal charact ers (mod p ), for
each prime p , and the outer sum over all prime numbers not exceeding Q.
(ii) L et e be a p ositive real number. F or each character X (mod p) let
s(p, X) be a point in the disc
1
Is - i I< (log P)1+"
Then
:L :L IL (s(p, X), X) 12= ! Q2+ 0 (Q2(log Q)- ')
p <;;;Q %* %,
holds uniformly for all choices of the s(p, X), as Q -+ 00 . Moreover, i f B
is a further positive constant , then
:L :L IL (t + it, X)12 = tQ2 +O(Q2 (log Q)-l+')
,,<;Q %* %.
holds for any fixed e» 0, uniformly for all ItI.;;; (log Q)B, as Q -+ CXJ.
It follows from part (ii) of th is theorem that there are infinitely many
L-series L(s, Xp ) , which are uniformly bounded below by c (log p)! in t he
disc Is- t l .;;; (log p) -l-., and so do not vanish there.
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We note that it was proved by SIEGEL [7] that if X is a primitive
character (mod D), then L(s, Xv) has a zero in the region
!<o'< 1, ItI<c(log (D+e100))-1.
It follows from a result of BOMBIERI [l], derived by means of the inequality
of the large sieve, that most series L(s, Xp ) (in the obvious frequency
sense) do not vanish in the region.
1 c log log P2+ I <,O'<I,ltl<,l,
ogp
where c is a certain positive constant. This extra property can be readily
built into the proof of part (ii) so that infinitely many L-series do not
vanish in either this region, or the disc Is-!I <, (log p)-l-e.
On this flimsy evidence we conjecture that there is a positive absolute
constant c so that no L-series formed with a primitive character X (mod D)
vanishes in a region
0<0'< 1, ItI<,c(log D)-l.
This amounts to an explicit form of the so called (conjectural) Hazelgrove
condition.
One would expect that in the half plane 0' >! at least, more detailed
information could be established concerning the distribution of the values
of IL(s, X)I. Our next theorem is such a result.
Set
Q2 (Q2)
M Q = 2>~Q (p-l)= 2 log Q +0 (logQ)2 '
so that M Q denotes the total number of non-principal characters to the
prime moduli which do not exceed Q. We define
VQ( ... )=MQ-l L ~ 1
2>~Q "*"....
where the summation is over pairs (p, Xp ) for which the property ...
holds. For each pair (p, Xp ) , define
s(X)= II (1- X(q) q-s)-le-,,(q)q-·,
Q
the product being taken over all primes q. This is an analytic function
in the half-plane a>!, and for any 15>0 there are positive numbers Cl, C2,
depending only upon 15, so that
Cl <, Js(X)1 < C2
holds uniformly in a:>! + 15. To see this we note that
[log (I-X(q)q-S)-l_X(q)q-sl=1L X(qm)q-msm-11< L q-ma
m>2 m>2
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and therefore
Ilog e(X)[ <; 3 ! q-(l+d) <;3C(1 +15)<00.
For our purpose e(X) can then be considered to be essentially a constant.
We can now state
Theorem 2. Let s be a point in the half-plane a>i. Then as Q --+ 00
the frequencies
vQ(le(X)IIL(s,x)1 <;z)
converge to a limiting distribution.
Remark. The convergence here is in the usual probabilistic sense,
namely at points of continuity of the limiting distribution function.
Notation. For the remainder of this paper Q will denote a positive
real number, and N a positive integer. We shall denote constants by
CI, C2, "0' and these will be absolute, or depend at most upon some clearly
fixed real numbers e, a, t. They will all be positive. When no confusion
then arises we sometimes renumber them.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
We need some preliminary results.
Lemma 1. Let aI, ... , aN be complex numbers. Then we have
N N! ! I ! anX(n)[2 = ( ! p+O(NQ(log Q)-I+N2(log N)-l)) ! lanl 2.
,,';;Q x*x. n=l ,,';;Q n~l
Proof. A proof of this simple lemma can be found in [3] Theorem
I(iii). See also the proof of theorem 2 given below.
Lemma 2. Let A, e be positive constants, and let N <; Q(log Q)A be
satisfied. Then for any complex numbers al, ... , aN the inequality
N Q2 N
I1~Q x~. In~l anX(n)12<;cI(logQ)I-'n~1 lanl2
is satisfied.
Proof. This theorem is proved by WOLKE [8].
Proof of Theorem I(i)
If a> i, then integration by parts, and an application of the Polya-
Vinogradov inequality (PRACHAR [6] p. 146, Exercise 2) shows that for
every real number z, and non-principal character X (modp)
00! X(n)n-s=s J y-S-l ! X(n)dy = O([s/z-apilog pl.
n>z z z<n~'U
Choose a real number fl so that fl < 1 and po:» i. We set Z= [QI'] and deduce
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that with this choice of z (s is considered fixed here)
u»,X)= 2 X(n)n-s+O((log Q)-2)
n ~z:
holds uniformly for all X*Xo (modp) for all primes p <;Q.
By lemma 1, with N = z,
•2 2 I L X(n)n- sI2=(.1lfQ+O(Ql+I'(log Q)-l)) L n-2".
p";;Q x*x . 11 ";; . 11 -}
Extending the ext reme right hand sum to infinity the right hand side
here becomes
The stated result (i) now follows immediately .
Proof of Th eorem 1(ii)
We begin by proving the result on the line-segment G = 1, It I<; (log Q)B.
As in the previous section, for any real number z» 0:
u».X)= 2 X(n)n-s+O(lslz- iptIogp)
fl ~ Z
for each non-principal character X (modp). Choosing z = Q(log Q)2B+6 we
see that the error term here is O((log Q)-2) and so
2 L I L X(n)n- S I2=O(.1lfQ(log Q)-4)
p ";;Q x*x. 11 >'
holds uniformly on the line-segment.
Next we apply lemma I with N = [Q(log Q)-2B-6], to deduce that
NL 2 I L X(n)n- sI2=(.1lfQ+O(Q2(logQ)-7)) L n-l.
p"';Q x*x. n"';N 11 -}
= tQ2 +O(Q2(log Q)-llog log Q).
Moreover, appealing to lemma 2 we see that
L L I L X(n)n- s I2= 0 (Q2 (log Q)-l+e/2 L !) = O(Q2(log Q)-l+S)
p ";;Q x*x. N<n";;. N<n"';. n
holds for any fixed positive e, since
1 zL - = log - +O(N-l) = log (log Q)4B+12+O(N-l).
N<n".; .n N
L L IL(s, X)1 2= L L I 2 X(n)n- S I2
p"';Q x*x, p ";;Q x*x, 1I";;N
+ 2 2 I 2 X(n)n- s I2+2Re 2 2 ( 2 X(n)n-s)( L X(n)n- s).
p"';Q x*x. 1I>N p";;oo x*x, ,,"';N 1I>N
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We can estimate the first two of these double sums by lemma 1 to
contribute
iQ2+0(Q2(log Q)-l)
To estimate the final fourfold sum we apply the inequality of Cauchy-
Schwarz. In this way we see that it is maj oriscd by
2( 1 1 I 1 X(n)n- SJ2. 1 1 I 1 X(n)n-S I2) !
p<;;Q ;(*;(. n<;;N p <;;Q ;( * ;(. n>N
= O((Q2.Q2(log Q)-l+6)1) = O(Q2 (log Q)-He).
Moreover, this result holds uniformly for a =!, ItI< (log Q)B, as asserted
in (ii).
In the same way we can show that for each rea l number R;;;. 2 the
upper bound
1 1 IL(s, X)12 ..-;;caR2
R< p <;;Zll ;( *;(.
holds uniformly in the region
We note here only that under these last conditions
1 n-2u..-;; L n- 1 exp ((1-2a) logn) ..-;;e4(log2 + c4)'
l k n <;;2R R<n <;;2R
We now complete the proof of The orem I(ii).
By Cauchy's theorem, since the L(s, X) are in fact integral functions,
we have
L2(S(p, X), X) -L2(i, X) = 21 . SL 2(W, X) ( ~ X) - ~) dw,
:n;~ r w -s p , w- 2
where if R<p..-;;2R we take for r t he contour Iw-tl= 2(log R)-l. With
this choice every point w on r sat isfies
!w-s(p, X)I;;;. Iw-tl-It -s(p, X)I ;;;. (log R)-l
since (log p)-l-e..-;; (log R)-l. Hence if s= s(p , X), we have
I IL2(s, X)I-IL2(i,x)11 < IL2(S, X)-L2(t , X)I
1
< 2:n; log2 R J IL2(w,X)l ls-i l ldwl
< c(log R)l-e S IL2(W, X)l ldwl.
r
Summing over all primes p in the range R -cp «; 2R, and using the above
remark we see that
L 1IL (s, X)12- 1 L IL (!, X)12
R<p <;;2R ;( * ;(. R< p <;;2R ;(*;(.
= O((log R)l-e S 1 1 IL2(W, X)I Idwl) = O(R2(logR)-e)
r R<p<;;2R ;( * ;(.
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Taking R = 2- oQ with v = 0, 1, . . . in turn and summing over v we see
that the sum which we wish to estimate has the value
! ! IL (i, X) 12 +0(Q2(log Q)-8).
I>";;; Q x*x,
Theorem l(ii) now follows from our above est imate of this last double sum.
For Theorem 2 we need two fur ther lemmas, from the theory of
probability.
Lemma 3. L et F n(z), n= 1,2, .. ., be a sequence 01 distri bution func-
tions which possess moments lXk(n ) for every order k , Let
(3k= lim lXk(n )
n-+oo
exist lor each integer k, Then the flk are the moments 01 some distribution
function F(z). Mor eover, il F(z) is uniquely determined by its moments,
then the sequence F n(z) converges to F(z) at each 01 its points 01 continuity z.
Proof. Thi s is a result of FRECHET and SHOHAT [4].
Lemma 4. L et (3k, k = O, 1, ... be finite moments of some distr ibution
function F( z). Suppose that there exists a p ositive number r so that the series
is absolutely convergent. T hen F(z) is uniquely determined by its moments (3k ,
and has a characteristic [unction. f(t) which satis fies
with a subsequent analyti c continuation which is always possible.
Proof. A proof of this lemma can be found in CRAMER [2].
Before we give a proof of Theorem 2 we make some remarks.
One way to attack theorem 2 is to compute the moments
lim MQ-l! ! IL(s, X)12m,
Q-+oo I>";;;Q x*x.
(m = 1,2, ... )
or, more conveniently, the truncated versions
Ym= lim MQ-l! ! I ! X(n)n- S I2m,
Q-+oo I>";;;Q x*x, n ";;;N
where N is a suitable fun ct ion, unbounded with Q. By means of lemma 1
th ese latter can be shown to exist, and be finit e at any point in the half-
plane a > i. It is easy to see that
00
Ym> ! dm(n )2n- 2C1
n ~l
where dm(n ) denotes the number of representations of the integer n as
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the product of m factors , order being imp ortant. Here 2a > 1 and so there
is an Euler product representation for the above series, and in particular
Ym ;;' 11 (1+m2p-2a);;. exp (C1m2 ~ p-2a)
p p~>2m2
;;. exp (C2m4(1-a»).
It is clear from this that if a <! the series
will not converge for any positive number 1', and so lemma 4 will be of
no value to us.
We use a modified approach , replacing Li«, X) by an approximate Euler
product (in frequency e- in probability) . By this means one can essentially
study log IL(s, X)I, and this leads to smaller limiting moments in place
of the Ym, in the whole half-plane a > t .
For convenience we set 1= log log Q in what follows. We consider the
point s = a + i t , 2a > 1, to be fixed. We mak e some remarks concerning
the possibility of making Theorem 2 uniform over some region of the
complex s-plane at the end of our proof.
Lemma 5. (Truncation lemma).
vQ(IL(s, X)- ~ X(n) n- si> l-! (a- H) < c31- (a- l) .
n~ l
Proof. We use an argument of Tchebycheff type.
Consider the sum
s= 2 2 IL(s, X) - 2 X(n) n- S I2
p <;;Q x*x. n <;;l
<2 1 1 (I ~ X(n) n- SJ2+ J ~ X(n)n-s I2 )
p<;;Q X*X. l<n <;;Q n>Q
=2( 21 + 12),
say . As in the proof of part (i) of Theorem 1,
~2 = O(Q3-2a log Q).
We can maj orize 21 by means of lemm a 1, and obtain
11 =O(MQ ~ n- 2a)= O(MQ1-(2a-1»),
I<n<;;Q
and so
l(a-f) vQ(IL(s, X) - ~ X(n)n-Sl > l-ila-i)) <cs12a- 1M Q-1 S < C6,
n~l
so that the assertion of the lemma is justi fied .
Lemm a 6. (A.pproximate Euler p roduct , in p robability) .
t'Q(1 ~ X(n)n-s- 11 (I-X(q)q-S)-11 >1-!(a- fl) < c71-(a-tl .
n<;; l Q<;;l
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Proof. We note that
00
~ X(n)n-S- IT (l-X(q)q-S)-1= ~ bnX(n)n-s,
n';;l q';;l n-l
where b«= 0 unless n is made up solely of prime factors q,;;; 1; bn = 0 for
n ,;;; 1, and 0,;;; bn < 1 holds always.
We apply lemma 1 to the double series
~ ~ I ~ bnX(n) n-sl2
p';;Q :1:*:1:, l<n';;Q
and deduce that it does not exceed
O(MQ ~ Ibn I2n-2a) = O(MQ1-(2a-1»).
l<n';;Q
Let k be a positive integer. Then the contribution to the sum
from those integers m having exactly k prime factors, in absolute value
does not exceed
where to derive the last inequality an appeal has been made to Stirling's
formula.
Let' denote summation over those integers n which have more than
2csl1- a distinct prime divisors. Then from the above remark
I' bnn-a,;;;cg I 2-k=O(exp (-ClOP-a)).
n>Q k>2c,zl-a
There remain those integers n with a corresponding k,;;;2csl1-a• If then
a is the maximal power to which any prime divisor q of n occurs, we
must have
Q<n,;;; (IIq)",;;;l"k,
qln
so that
log Q V-- deC.
a> k log 1> log Q=ao·
For these integers n, which we indicate by", we therefore have that
I bnn- a,;;; I I ~"bnn-a
n>Q 2';;q';; I fI qlliln
where the sum over {3 is restricted only by {3>ao. Clearly, the innermost
sum here does not exceed
1 ( 1 )-1/3 IT 1- a ,;;;q-Il Cll exp (cdt ).
q w';;l W
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Summing over fJ this majorant becomes
2cllq-ao exp (C1211),
and summing over q,
00
<;2Cll exp (c12Ii ) {2- ao+ f y-aody}
2
=O(exp (cdlog log Q)l-log 2(log Q)i)).
Altogether, therefore
00! ! I ! b«X(n) n-sl2= O(MQ1-(2a- l »),
p';;;Q x*x. n=l
and our proof is completed as in lemma 5.
In these lemmas the truncation was rather harsh, and could be some-
what lightened. This would be pertinent if an estimate of the rapidity
of the rate of convergence of the frequencies to the limiting distribution
in Theorem 2 were sought.
We have now reduced our problem to one concerning finite Euler
products by showing that most L-series satisfy
L(s, X)= II (l-X(q)q-S)-l+O(l-i(a- i))
q';;;l
and we shall see shortly that as a consequence most also satisfy
L(s, X)=(l+o(l)) II (l-X(q)q-S)-l.
q';;;Z
Lemma 7. We have
»« (I Re ! log (l-X(q) q-s)-l-Re ! X(q7 1 > I-ila-i)) <;c11-(a-1).
q';;;l qr';;;l rqr
Proof. We note that for each character X, the expression inside the
modulus has the representation
Re (! X(q2) = ! rnX(n) n:»,
qr>! rq n>l
say. A proof of the present lemma can now be constructed exactly as
for lemma 6, but with each b« replaced by rn, (r= 1,2, ... ).
We now investigate the limiting behaviour of the frequencies
'liQ(Re ! X(q)q-s <; z)
ClC;Z
as Q -+ oo,
Lemma 8. For each positive integer m
lim M Q-l! ! (Re ! X(q) q-s)m = flm,
Q_oo p';;;Q x*x. q';;;l
exists and is finite. Moreover
flm=O it m is odd
0<;flm<;2-m/2C(2a)m! it m is eoen,
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R emark . Assuming the moments flm t o exist , an upper bound for
t he m could be obt ained fr om lemma 1.
Proof. Let m be a positi ve integer , which we consider fixed. Ex-
panding the power and inverting the order of summation we obt ain for
t he sum which we wish to estimate
m
~ .. . ~ JV! Q- l ~ ~ II (Re1.(qj)qr 8 )= ~ ... ~ Stq, .. . qm),
01 Om p ";; Q %* %. ;= 1 01 Om
say. We write
so that a typical term of the m-fold sum ove r the qj has the form
2-mql - °1 ... qm - OmM Q-1 L L X(qj) .. . X(qm),
p ";;Q %*X,
where OJ =8 or 8, and where ' denotes that X or i may occur, Xoccurring
with OJ= 8. There are clearly 2m sums of this form corresponding to any
given m-t uple (ql, . .., qm).
F or Q;;;. 3 let w denote the product of a ll int egers of the form (p - 1),
2 < p <.Q. Then the order of every character considered in the above sums
is a divisor of w, so that for each in t eger i, 1< i « sn,
.
X(qj)= 1.(qj) or X(qjW--l ).
The above typical summand ca n t herefore be wr itten in t he form
2- mq -0, q -0 M - 1 ~ ~ "/ (q ~, q ~ ) - T1 .. . mm Q £,,£,,/·I ... m m - ,
p ";; Q %*X.
say, where each bj= 1 or w - 1, and so all t he &j are positi ve. But for any
non-zero integer a,
so that in our case the summand has the value
L
p ";; Q
O~l •. •o~m Ell1 (mod p)
If now bj= w - 1, and p 7'= qj, then q/ i - qr1 (mod p ), and so if p is dis tinct
from every qj, (i = 1, .. . , m) , t here are numbers ej, Aj, (i = 1, ... , m), each
having a value 0 or 1 , 80 that ei +Aj=l, i =l , ... , m, and
qb ... qm~m = 1(mod p) if and only if qle l • • • qmem == qb ... qmAm
(modp).
All of the integers
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do not exceed
in absolute value.
Altogether, therefore, our sum T will be
O(MQ-I{n(Q)+ ! p})=O(Q-I)
p",1'"
unless a relation
(i)
is satisfied. We note that if for any value of j the relation (lj = 1 is satisfied
then AJ = 0; but it can happen that the qJ are not distinct. However, every
prime on the left hand side of this relation must occur on the right hand
side. Cancelling these primes in pairs we see that m must be even, and,
furthermore, our original expression T becomes
m 1
qCU... qm-uMQ-I! ! IX(ql) ... X(qm)1 = {l+O(MQ-I ! q)} II (j.
p",Q hX. q",l i~1 qj
Hence we obtain
( 2- m/2(1 +O(MQ-I1)) (qi ... qm)-U if m is even,
S( )_, and a relation of type (i) is satisfied by the qj,ql, ... , qm -( ·-1J- , ,m,
O(Q-I(qi qm)-U) otherwise.
From this, and the fact that there are at most 1m m-tuples (ql, ... , qm),
we see that if m is odd, f-lm exists, and has the value zero.
If m is even then the sum to be estimated is
! ... ! (2- m/2 +O(MQ-I1)) (qi ... qm)-u
(11 qm
00
=2-m/2 ! cnn- u+ O(l1+m(l- u>M Q- I),
.. -1
where cn denotes the number of solutions to the equation qi qm= n,
subject to the conditions that «<! holds for each j, j = 1, , m, and
that the qJ occur in equal pairs.
For each positive integer n we define Cn to be the same as cn but without
the side conditions qi<J on the prime divisors qi of n. It follows from
the fact that the ring of integers is a unique factorization domain that
(n= 1,2, ... ).
Since cn=cn for l.;;;;n.;;;;l we can replace cn by Cn in the above estimate
with an error of at most
! n-uCn=O( ! r-2 )= O(1- 1).
.. >1 r>1
Therefore, if m is even we have shown that f-lm exists, and has the value
00
2-m/ 2 ! Cn n-u .;;;; 2-m/ 2 m! C(2a) .
.. -1
This completes the proof of lemma 8.
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Proof of Theorem 2
We apply lemmas 3 and 4 with n=Q= 1,2, ... ,
F Q(z) = M Q-1l'Q(Re( I X(q)q-S) < z)
q ";;;l
(m= 1,2, ... ).
From the estimate for the /-lm the series
00 fJmI _.m
m-O m!
converges absolutely if 1.1 < V2. We can thus deduce that there exists a
(uniquely determined) distribution function F(z), so that at its points
of continuity
'JIQ(Re( I X(q)q-s) < z)~ F(z),
q ";;;l
(Q~ (0).
But if a > t ,
II (I-X(q)q-S)=e(X)exp (- I X(q)q-S)(I +0(l-(2a-l»))
q ";;; I q ";;; I
so that
I II (1- X(q) q-s)1 = le(X)1 exp (- Re( I X(q) q-S)) (1+O(l-(2a-l»).
q";;;l q ";;;l
and the limit laws for
'JIQ( le(X)11 II (I-X(q) q-s)-l \< eZ )
q ~l
and
'JIQ(Re( 2: X(q) q-S) <z)
«« I
as Q~ 00 can only exist together, when they will coincide. By lemma 6
the same is true for these distributions and
'JIQ(le(X)11 I X(n)n-SI<Z ),
n~l
and by lemma 5, for these and
'JIQ( le(X)IIL(s, X)I <z),
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
(Q~ (0),
(Q~ (0).
Concluding remark. A closer inspection of the function en shows
that for even values of m the limiting moment /-lm satisfies the inequality
so that the representation given in lemma 4 for the characteristic function
f(t) holds in our case for all real values of t. Indeed f(t) can be analytically
continued to an integral function of the complex variable t, so that by
16 Indagationes
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a theorem of RAIKOV [5] the distribution function
F(z) = lim 'l'Q(le(X)1 IL(8, X)[.;;; eZ )
Q...... oo
satisfies
\ 1- O(e-ez)
F(z) = (O(e-elzl)
z -+ 00,
z -+ -00,
for any fixed value of e> O.
In order to effect a degree of uniformity in 8, say for ItI< to, a ;»t +b > t
we need only consider the proofs of lemmas 5 and 6 more carefully,
combining the argument with the use of the Cauchy theorem as in the
proof of Theorem 1 part (ii).
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